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Abstract

all optimal pairwise alignments is believed to be the most
accurate [8].
Progressive alignment [2] is by far the most popular
alignment search heuristic. Strategies based on progressive alignment move toward the final solution step by step
by following some predefined order (usually described by
some binary rooted tree). At the beginning, the most similar pairs of sequences are aligned. Then, remaining sequences are added to the initial alignment, one by one.
The T–Coffee program [6] is one of the most successful approaches that combines consistency–based scoring
function COFFEE [8] with the progressive alignment algorithm. The method has been shown to outperform other
approaches in terms of alignment accuracy, and is widely
adopted in bioinformatics [1].

In this paper we present a parallel implementation of
T–Coffee — a widely used multiple sequence alignment
package. Our software supports a majority of options provided by the sequential program, including the 3D–coffee
mode, and uses a message passing paradigm to distribute
computations and memory. The main stages of T–Coffee,
that is library generation and progressive alignment, have
been parallelized and can be executed on distributed memory machines. Using our parallel software we report alignments of data sets consisting of hundreds of protein sequences, which is far beyond the capability of the sequential T–Coffee program.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is one of the
most frequently performed tasks in computational biology. It appears as an essential component in areas such as
database searching, identification of conserved motifs, and
phylogenetic and phylogenomic inference, just to name a
few [1, 2]. In general, MSA can be regarded as a method
to capture similarity between protein or DNA/RNA sequences. MSA is a hard optimization problem for two
main reasons: (i) it is very difficult to provide a formalization, e.g. alignment evaluation criterion, that would
be satisfactory from a biological standpoint [3], and (ii)
good modeling usually becomes very challenging algorithmically when the best (or optimal) alignment is desired [4].
Over the last few years several different approaches that address both these issues have been developed [5, 6, 7]: In
the case of alignment evaluation, methods based on consistency [5, 7, 8] are considered to be the most biologically meaningful. As an efficient search strategy progressive alignment has been widely adopted [2, 9].
Consistency–based schemes, first introduced by Gotoh [10], exploit the observation that every MSA induces
some level of consistency among pairwise alignments of
its component sequences [5, 8]. By reversing this principle,
pairwise alignments can be treated as guides or constraints
on the MSA. Therefore, the MSA that agrees the most with

The T–Coffee (TC) algorithm works in two main
phases: In the first phase TC constructs a list L of pairwise constraints, also termed the library. These constraints
are subsequently used in the second phase to evaluate partial MSAs. Each constraint is a 3–tuple {six , s jy , w}, where
six denotes residue x of sequence i, there is some pairwise
alignment or other evidence supporting the alignment of
six with s jy , and w is the weight of the constraint, initially equal to the percent sequence identity of si and s j .
The library can be generated using different sources of information, and this makes TC a very flexible solution (in
many cases superior to other MSA packages). The original method uses global pairwise alignment and ten best
local non–intersecting pairwise alignments. More recently
the 3D–coffee mode has been introduced [11], which allows structural information about aligned proteins to be included in the library. In addition, the library can include
data generated by other MSA software. Due to the heterogeneity of data sources, some of the constraints may appear in the library several times. To eliminate this duplication, residue pairs that occur multiple times are merged
into one tuple with combined sum of the weights of individual occurrences. Finally, the library can be extended
using transitivity property to include indirect information
about constraints. For instance, if {six , s jy , w1 } ∈ L and
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{s jy , skz , w2 } ∈ L the constraint {six , skz , w3 } will be added
to the library, where w3 is a function of w1 and w2 , even
if there is no direct evidence for such a constraint in the
source pairwise alignments. In the current implementation
of TC, other extension schemes are provided as well (see
“T–Coffee Reference Manual” for more details).

We based our parallel implementation on T–Coffee
3.79, the most recent version of TC available at the beginning of our project. In this release TC provides a rich
user interface and supports several different methods for
pairwise alignment and the constraints library extension. It
also implements the 3D–coffee mode, and allows for remote communication with RCSB, the protein data bank
server [14]. To preserve the original functionality of TC
we utilized most of its source code, reimplementing and
improving only as needed for efficient parallel execution.
Our implementation uses a distributed master–worker
architecture and the message passing paradigm. To implement distributed memory mechanisms, we have employed
one–sided communication primitives offered by the MPI–2
standard.

In the second phase, TC progressively aligns input
sequences using information from the library. In this stage
the library is represented as a three–dimensional lookup table: for each sequence and every residue a list of associated constraints is stored. The order of alignment is determined by the binary guide tree which is a neighbor–joining
tree [12]. Leaves of the tree are input sequences, internal
nodes correspond to the partial MSA, and the final solution
is stored in the root node. To find the optimal MSA in a
given node, which corresponds to the alignment of all sequences at the leaves in the subtree of the nodes, standard
dynamic programming [13] can be used (however, TC provides a few other methods). Suppose that two alignments,
AL and AR , are to be merged together. To compute entry
[x, y] of the corresponding dynamic programming matrix
all constraints that are related to column x in alignment AL
and column y in alignment AR are combined together. In
that way, even in the early stages of the progressive alignment, a complete information about pairwise alignments is
taken into account. This avoids errors typical of the classic
progressive alignment approach.

2.1

Initialization

The execution of Parallel TCoffee (PTC) starts with
parsing of the input sequences. If the 3D–coffee mode is
used, PTC will contact the RCSB server to download PDB
files storing structures that match the input sequences. This
process requires data transfer over the FTP protocol for
every protein structure that matches one of the input sequences. To hide overhead caused by Internet communication we implemented a multithreaded prefetching mechanism: as soon as the identifiers of the input sequences are
known, up to 8 threads are started on the master node and
connect to the RCSB server. At the same time the main
thread proceeds with all other initialization tasks. Once
initialization is completed and all requested structures are
downloaded, the master node distributes complete input
data among all workers. Replication of these data is an
obvious step as it will be required throughout the execution
and only occupies modest memory.
As already explained, TC employs a progressive
alignment search strategy guided by the neighbor–joining
tree. To generate such a tree some measure of sequence
similarity, expressed in the form of a distance matrix, is required [12]. Please note that exactly the same measure is
used to weight elements in the constraints library. To render the distance
matrix TC provides several methods that

require n2 “quick” sequence comparisons (e.g. based on
k–mer counting) that in general do not require alignment
reconstruction. Because computation of the distance matrix
consists of totally independent tasks it is easy to parallelize:
To distribute computations we use Guided Self Scheduling
(GSS) [15], which is a well known strategy based on a simple management of a list of completed tasks. Each worker
computes part of the distance matrix and it measures the
time such computations require. This information is later
sent to the master node so that workers can be ordered accordingly. As a result, dynamic scheduling in subsequent

TC is one of the most accurate MSA methods available. Unfortunately, its high accuracy is achieved at the
expense of memory and time complexity. As already mentioned, TC uses pairwise alignments as the main source
of constraints. Therefore, to generate the library for n
sequences, n2 global and local alignments have to be
computed. Moreover, in the 3D–coffee
mode, additional

n · m sequence–structure and m2 structure–structure comparisons have to be performed, where m is the number of
available protein structures (usually m ≪ n). The number
of constraints that have to be stored in the memory (size
of the library) is proportional to n2 · l, where l is the average length of the input sequences. Finally, the progressive
alignment requires n − 1 partial multiple alignments to be
performed, and because at this stage the library information
is used, each alignment can be compute intensive. As a result TC does not scale beyond more than 100 sequences,
which limits its potential applications.
In this paper we present Parallel T–Coffee, the first
parallel implementation of the T–Coffee method. Using distributed memory machines our software can align hundreds
of sequences within reasonable time limits. To achieve
this, PTC distributes the constraints library among computational nodes, and performs alignment operations in parallel using dynamic scheduling techniques.
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dynamic programming matrix whenever two partial alignments are combined. Suppose that alignment AL of sequences {sa , sb , sc } is to be aligned with the alignment AR
of sequences {sd , se }. To evaluate entry [x, y] of the corresponding dynamic programming matrix all constraints that
are related to the residues s(a..c)x and s(d..e)y are required.
This implies that the part of the lookup table indexed by the
sequences {sa , . . . , se } will be accessed. Note that in the last
stage of the progressive alignment the entire lookup table
will be accessed. Finally, since TC offers various alignment algorithms and we want to parallelize the progressive
alignment stage it is impossible to identify exact pattern
of lookup table requests. To satisfy requirements coming
from the above we have implemented lookup table using
one–sided remote memory access mechanisms (RMA) and
caching techniques similar to [16].
In our approach the lookup table is divided row–wise
such that every processor manages n/p rows. All rows assigned to a given processor are stored in an array, and two
accompanying indexing vectors, one storing row offsets
and one storing column offsets, are created. These vectors
are exchanged among all workers, so that each worker can
easily retrieve exact address of any entry in the lookup table. Next, each host creates a read–only RMA window that
exposes its part of the lookup table to other processors. To
access a remote part of the lookup table, the processor that
manages the requested row is identified and the entire row
is prefetched to local memory. As a result we may expect
that all other requests related to this row (thus, to the particular sequence) will be served locally. Note that operations
performed on the lookup table are read only, and therefore
do not require additional mechanism to maintain coherence. Moreover, one–sided communication primitives can
benefit from architecture dependent solutions (e.g., RDMA
in the case of InfiniBand network [17]).
To handle frequent requests to remote memory, and to
store prefetched data locally, we have implemented a flexible caching system. Every prefetched part of the lookup
table is put into the cache whose size is specified by the
user. The cache is managed using LRU policy, which we
found to perform the best as compared to other policies,
e.g., GDS, LFU or Min–Size. Application of the caching
greatly reduces communication rendered by remote read
operations. It implies also partial and self–adaptable replication of the lookup table. This property will be very useful
during the progressive alignment stage.

stages can be improved. This may be important when PTC
is executed in a heterogeneous environment.

2.2

Library Generation

Library generation is the most time and memory consuming part of TC, limiting its applicability to no more than
100 sequences on a typical workstation in practice. In addition, cost of the library generation is, in most cases, dominant in the total execution time of TC as it is quadratic in
the number of input sequences. To overcome these limitations in PTC, both memory and computations required by
the constraint library are distributed among workers.
The library generation proceeds in three phases. First,
all pairwise constraints are generated. Next, they are
grouped and reweighted as described in the Introduction.
The library extension is not performed in this stage, but it
is postponed to the progressive alignment step when it is
done “on the fly” (see “T–Coffee Reference Manual”). Finally, the library is transformed into the three–dimensional
lookup table which is utilized during progressive alignment.
The first step is similar to computing the distance matrix. The differences are that each pair of sequences is compared using at least two different methods (i.e., global and
pairwise alignment), and alignment is always reconstructed
to allow its list of constraints to be rendered. To perform
this step we distribute all pairwise alignment computations
using modified GSS. At this stage the approximated efficiency of the processors is known and it can be used to
minimize the number of message exchanges between the
master and workers. Specifically, half of the total number
of required pairwise alignments is distributed proportionally based on worker priorities. Then, the other part is distributed using GSS. When a worker completes its part of
the computations it generates a list of the corresponding
constraints and stores it in its local memory.
The next step is to eliminate duplicate entries in the
distributed constraint list. To achieve this we take advantage of the fact that merging partial constraint lists is simply
the accumulation of weights and therefore is associative.
First, each host merges constraints locally using original
TC algorithm. Then, we use parallel sorting to group repeat
constraints that are found in different workers. A constraint
{six , s jy , w} is assigned to the bucket b = (i + j) mod p,
where p is the number of processors including master.
Next, each processor applies the sequential merging to the
constraints in the bucket it stores.
In the last step the library is turned into a lookup table.
Rows of the table are indexed by sequences and columns
are indexed by residues. Element [x, y] of the table stores
all constraints {sxy , si j , w}. As a result the table guarantees a unit cost access to the constraints that are bound to
a given residue in a given sequence. As already mentioned
in the Introduction, these data are required to construct the

2.3

Progressive Alignment

Progressive alignment is the last and the most difficult
to parallelize step of the TC algorithm. Computations in
this stage follow a tree order, thus parallelization can be reduced to directed acyclic graph (DAG) scheduling problem.
Precedence constraints imposed by the binary tree cause
that in the optimal case (i.e., when the tree is perfectly bal-
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anced) the maximal speedup is bounded by n/ log(n). Note
that this is a rough estimate that assumes that tasks have
similar size. At the same time computations that correspond to a single node in the graph require complete output from the preceding tasks. Finally, the constraint library
is distributed which means that some of the tasks will require remote memory access. At this point we should mention that unlike other progressive alignment methods, e.g.
ClustalW, TC spends significant amount of time in the progressive alignment stage.
To schedule progressive alignment tasks we have decided to use a strategy similar to the HLFET (Highest Level
First with Estimated Times) algorithm [18]. Our algorithm
schedules a graph node to a processor that allows the earliest start time, and graph nodes are ordered with respect
to estimated execution time. Priorities of tasks and list of
workers are updated every time one task is completed and
another one is to be scheduled.
Consider graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of internal nodes (tasks) of the progressive alignment guide tree,
|V | = n − 1, and E is a set of edges describing precedence
constraints between tasks. Edge ei j is introduced if alignment corresponding to node vi depends on the alignment
corresponding to node v j . We denote by AL (v) and AR (v)
multiple sequence alignment associated with left and right
predecessor of v, respectively. We denote size of the alignment (i.e., number of its component sequences) by |A| and
its length by A. We describe by L(v) and R(v) number of
internal nodes that have not been processed in the left and
right subtree of v, respectively. Finally, we define T (v) =
L(v) + R(v) and S(v) = AL (v) · AR (v) · |AL (v)| · |AR (v)|. To
schedule graph G we use following criteria:

In addition to the task list we manage a list of workers
which describes order of task assignment. Processors in the
front of the list are assigned tasks with the highest priority.
In the first few steps of the algorithm (i.e., when the number of tasks ready to schedule is greater than the number
of processors) we prioritize hosts using performance measures obtained during distance matrix generation. As soon
as the number of available processors becomes greater than
the number of tasks to schedule we use another criterion,
which is size of the library cached by a given worker. Each
worker attaches a “piggyback message” with size of the
cached data when sending request to the master for task
assignment. This information is used by the master in the
following way: If a task to be scheduled depends on the
task that has been processed by the requesting worker it is
assigned to this worker. Otherwise, the task is assigned to
the worker with the largest data cached. In this way we try
to maximize locality of references in accessing the library.
Obviously, this has a significant impact on the number of
messages generated by remote memory access.

3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To validate our software we have performed a set of
experiments with protein data from the Pfam database [19].
The experiments were conducted on our cluster consisting
of dual Intel Xeon 3GHz nodes. Each node is equipped
with 2GB of RAM, and runs Linux. The cluster is connected by a FastEthernet network. In our experiments we
utilized the mpich2-1.0.4p1, a well known and efficient implementation of the MPI standard. Our software was compiled with the GCC-3.4.4 set of compilers.

• Node vi has a higher priority than node v j if T (vi ) <
T (v j ),

3.1

• If T (vi ) = T (v j ) = 0, node vi is scheduled before v j if
S(vi ) < S(v j ).

Experiments

Using Parallel T–Coffee we have aligned three data
sets: PF00074, 349 sequences with maximal length 140
amino acids (AA); PF00231, 554 sequences, maximal
length 331 AA; PF00500, 1048 sequences, maximal length
523 AA. These data sets are too large to be processed by
the sequential T–Coffee program due to both memory and
computational requirements.
The experiments have been run on 16 to 80 CPUs.
In each experiment, every processor could use 768MB of
main memory as a cache storage. Results of the experiments (averaged over 8 executions for each case) are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1.

The first criterion allows to separate nodes that are
ready to schedule from nodes that are constrained by unfinished preceding tasks. The second criterion is the actual condition deciding about scheduling order. Here T (v)
is an approximation of the time required to execute task
v: To generate MSA associated with node v, a dynamic
programming matrix of size AL (v) · AR (v) is constructed,
and to compute score in a single cell of the matrix around
C · |AL (v)| · |AR (v)| constraints have to be examined, where
C > 0 is a constant. In our approach we neglect the time
to communicate between scheduler and processors (which
can be captured as weights of the edges in the graph G) as
it is very small compared to the computation time.
The above criteria give higher priority to the tasks that
are unbalanced, i.e., 0 ≪ |AL (v)|− |AR (v)| , and have short
execution time. As a result we may expect that scheduling
delays due to precedence constraints will be minimized.

3.2

Discussion

As expected, execution time of the Parallel TCoffee
decreases with the number of processors. Figure 1 shows
that relative speedup (computed with respect to the execution time for 16 CPU) of the constraints library generation
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Table 1: Running time of Parallel T–Coffee (in seconds).
CPU
PF00074
PF00231
PF00500
16
702 (558)
6014 (4000)
28495 (22488)
24
493 (366)
4379 (2615)
20329 (14756)
32
402 (273)
3704 (1962)
16432 (11012)
48
313 (182)
2804 (1295)
12386 (7296)
64
246 (137)
2405 (970)
10392 (5460)
80
243 (110)
2398 (775)
9264 (4368)
Time for constraint library generation is given in parenthesis.

Relative Speedup

5.0

PF00074
PF00231
PF00500

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
16

is linear and independent of the size of input data. This
is not surprising in light of the inherent parallelism in this
stage.
Significantly different results (although not surprising) can be observed in the case of progressive alignment.
To be cost optimal this stage requires that no more than
p = n/ log(n) processors will be used and the guide tree
will be perfectly balanced. The first requirement is in opposition to the previous observations regarding constraint
library generation (and note that in general this stage is
dominant). The second condition is hardly ever satisfied
for obvious reasons.
To better understand results presented in Figure 1 let
us define a tree imbalance Is as the number of internal nodes
v ∈ V such that |AL (v)| = 1 or |AR (v)| = 1 but not both at
the same time. Is can be normalized by dividing by n − 2.
In this case Is = 0 denotes balanced tree and Is = 1 corresponds to completely imbalanced one. This measure differs
from the classic Colless’s coefficient Im [20] as it captures
only those nodes that constrain progressive alignment, thus
we may consider it as a measure of difficulty of progressive
alignment. The Im coefficient on the other hand measures
entire balance of the tree and can be combined with Is as
follows. Small values of Is and Im indicate that the tree is
very well balanced and easy to schedule. If Is grows and
Im is small, tree is imbalanced close to leaves and well balanced close to the root. Finally, if Is is small and Im grows,
tree is imbalanced close to the root and balanced close to
the leaves.
We have measured Is and Im coefficients for guide
trees generated by PTC for our test data sets: PF00074
Im = 0.06, Is = 0.39; PF00231 Im = 0.03, Is = 0.41 and
PF00500 Im = 0.07, Is = 0.45. As can be seen all three
trees are rather unbalanced close to leaves and well balanced close to root. This situation is very undesirable because (i) tasks that are well balanced cannot be scheduled
due to constraints in preceding subtrees, and (ii) good balancing of tasks close to the root causes that sequential part
of the progressive alignment increases. Recall that execution time of task v is bounded by |AL (v)| · |AR (v)|.
There are several alternative approaches that can be
used to overcome current limitations of the progressive
alignment stage. To generate partial multiple sequence
alignment we use dynamic programming approach simi-
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Figure 1: Relative speedup of Parallel TCoffee.

lar to the classic pairwise alignment. Therefore we can use
parallel programming, e.g. approach proposed in [21], on
the level of task and not tree. The main problem with this
approach is that part of the constraint library required by
given task has to be replicated on every node. This turns
out to be impractical in the last steps of the progressive
alignment. Another possible solution is to overcome precedence constraints by using partial output of the alignment
to start successive tasks that otherwise could not be started.
Unfortunately, this approach is very hard in practice due to
the way TC implements dynamic programming. Finally, to
utilize processors that are idle during progressive alignment
it is possible to extend current TC algorithm with iterative
alignment similar to [16, 22]. As a result we could expect
significant improvement in the quality of generated alignments as several different guide trees could be investigated
in a single run. This approach can be very easily integrated
with current PTC framework.
Despite discouraging results of parallel progressive
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alignment Figure 1 shows that overall speedup of PTC is
reasonable. We believe that Parallel TCoffee can be valuable tool when large data sets have to be analyzed with precision that can not be guaranteed by other methods.
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